Why more than 80％cut ? and “the Realizability in your life” !!!.2014/6/22
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

⑴The unique and only salvation policy “more than 80％CO2 cut” is highly possible.
Tough life of only 50 years long(climate war time era) could save this deadly world<⑵⒞>.
This is the emergent and decisive duty of global people who had do fatal errors in past.
In coming climate “war time”,our basic life must be limited for eating & sleeping!!.
The energy for cooking(1.2%) and home heating(3.7%) is mere 4.9% in Japan 2009..
Note above value is that of extravagant way of life almost without solar and wind powers !!!
The trend of energy supplying and consumption (Japanese 2009)...1950＞0.3x1019J/y?
http://www.enecho.meti.go.jp/topics/hakusho/2011energyhtml/2-1-2.html
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Certainly,we never fully can stop industry,service,transport, but minimum necessary.Those
main factors may be agriculture & minimum transport for indispensable goods for regions
Imagine the way of life in 1950(1/5 energy),when people could manage life by anyhow.
1/5 energy era were certainly poorer than now,however not so tough one.Also Imagine new
energy technology of solar and wind etc.Now author could not exactly verify the possibility,
however it never be impossible, if you could imagine climate hell possibility. The exact proof
need big simulation calculation by economy experts with necessary data(your task!!)
*rail road=0,05% ?,is it electrical energy or the primitive oil energy ??

⑵The max problem now is none will do it by innocent on decisive 80％cut necessity.
⒜By anyhow,we could not be saved by recovering the global temperature into now.This is
reconstruction of global temperature record(1860～2010)proving simulation reliability !!!.
http://www.777true.net/Definition-on-Radiative-Forcing.pdf

⒝Stopping CO2 concentration rise needs about 50%cut,even which could not be
salvation. Because temperature would have been rising only,but not turning down.

.
⒞Only by more than 80%cut,temperature could turn to down,which is decisively
necessary for the salvation with minimum climate damage.

Then Arctic Cooling must be implemented simultaneously,which is global emergent task.
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-Intercept-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf

⒟Prediction on the current emission trend(2.1ppm/y),which never be salvation at all.

⒠IPCC has nothing simulation on temperature recovering to now state。
Also this is fatal.By temperature rising only ,it is too evident that globe becomes full
disastrous toward extinction.
IPCC Temperature Prediction with emission scenarios
http://www.skepticalscience.com/ipcc-overestimate-global-warming.htm
http://www.skepticalscience.com/iea-co2-emissions-update-2010.html

⑶For making climate war,General Head Quater(GHQ)must decisively necessary.
Most of people mus become soldiers with international GHQ(WMF).

Instead impossible IPCC,we must make alternative function toward global policy actions.
http://www.777true.net/The-fatal-failure-of-IPCC-climatology_Why-is-IPCC-impossible.pdf
How to reconstruct WG=working group changeable with the wrong IPCC.
Ⅰ:WG of Climate Science Conclusions and the Technical Supporting onⅡ-Ⅲ.
http://www.777true.net/This-is-the-most-emergent-problem-of-to-live_or-not-to-live.pdf
⑴Arctic Emergency,by anyhow,scientists emergently must declare decisive facts!!
⑵management on Carbon Emission with temperature monitoring .
⑶Climate monitoring and prediction for Technical Supporting onⅡ-Ⅲ
Ⅱ:WG of Geo-Engineering,non-carbon Energy Design and the Management.
http://www.777true.net/
⑴Arctic Cooling Design and the Implementation Management
⑵non-carbon Energy Development and the Management.
⑶carbon energy rationing management.
Ⅲ:WG of Policy Design on People’s Life Assurance and the Management.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

⑴Foods,Energy,Housing the Minimum Life assurance Design and Management.
⑵Planed Economy(demand and supply)and Employment Design and the Management.
⑶Culture and Health Care Design and Management
⑷Military-Police-Judaical Design and Management.
⑸Financial Design and Management.
Certainly this is big problem,but must emergently find alternative and effective solution.
This is also another big problem for all of you !!!.

